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A Note from Impact’s Executive Director
This document represents a departure from previous annual reports (which can be found on our website), in
that we’re looking at it as both a reporting and reflecting document - providing transparency to our funders, our
community supporters and collaborators, and to our clients.
In this report we think you’ll recognize some compelling developments suggested by the positive trajectory of
our statistics. In sharing these longitudinal statistics we run the risk of having to share possible negative news
with you in the future, should trends start to move in other directions. But we think we should be willing and
even wanting to search our souls about negative trends – to look not only at what we might be able to do
differently with clients, but also at what we can do differently at the community level – through collaborative
relationships and inventorying our collective assets so we can build on them – and dare to build a better future.
We look forward to any feedback you may have to provide. You can reach me at impactasap@telus.net.

Brian Gross
Impact Youth Substance Use Services, 33228 Walsh Ave, Abbotsford, BC V3K 3P5
Phone: 604-853-1766, Fax: 604-853-1793, Email: impactasap@telus.net, Web: www.impactabby.com
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that people have different needs
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when it comes to types and
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view positive change as a
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process, not an event. Depending
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on the change a person wants to
make and their biological, psychological, social and spiritual circumstances, a single meeting may be appropriate
or multi-year continuous or periodic engagement with various types and intensities of services and supports.

Impact therefore not only aims to provide direct services to clients, but also to support other community
partners who have influence in our client’s lives through collaboration and consultation. In line with this growing
approach, our overall number of client and community interventions has grown by 58% since 2009-2010, and
was nearly 10% higher this past year than at any time in the last 4 years.

Counselling

Every day we remind ourselves
that, while it may be a normal
day for us, for some youth and
adults, reaching out for help
from a service like Impact may
be one of the most difficult
things they have ever done.

Impact’s staple program is counselling, with the majority of this being
one-to-one sessions, and a smaller number of sessions that may
include one or more other family members.
These sessions, in addition to occurring in an office may just as often
occur at schools, while going for a walk at a park, at a local eatery,
while working out at the gym, or in our back room playing pool.

Every day we remind ourselves that, while it may be a normal day for
us, for some youth and adults, reaching out for help from a service like
Impact may be one of the most difficult things they have ever done. All
kinds of reasons for not engaging with our services may stand side-byside with the reasons for engaging. Some of these may be practical (lack of transportation), some may be social
(fearful of someone else finding out), some may have roots in past negative experiences (such as with other
helping professionals or institutions that didn’t feel very helpful at the time).
We want to situate ourselves to honour the difficulty and vulnerability that people may be experiencing, so we
do as much as we can to meet people where they are and in a manner that they would welcome.
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Groups
There is a lot of evidence that group counselling can be at least
While we ran fewer groups, we
as effective as one-to-one counselling. Group counselling can
also provide opportunities that one-to-one counselling cannot
believe the groups we did run
provide. As Dr. Irvin Yalom, Emeritus Professor of Psychiatry at
were more individually-tailored…
Stanford University puts it, “Group therapy is unique in being the
only therapy that offers clients the opportunity to be of benefit
to others. It also encourages role versatility, requiring clients to shift between roles of help receivers and help
providers.”
While this past year we ran fewer groups than any year since 2009-2010, we think the numbers alone don’t tell
the whole story. In 2012-2013 we ceased the practice of recommending nearly all youth referred from local
schools (resulting from drug-related suspensions, for example) into our 2-day New Direction program. Our
counsellors were noticing that, while many youth responded positively to the program, some did not – and that
they were usually able to identify those
that would not before the group even
started.
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Instead of making these youth go
through the program anyway, and
risking spoiling what might be a helpful
relationship now or in the future, we
now assess each situation separately,
guiding youth into those supports and
services we think will make the most
sense – and particularly those in which
they express interest.

While we ran fewer groups, we believe
the groups we did run were more
individually-tailored, including our 7-week Parent MERGE Group and monthly alumni parent peer support
groups; our open-topic weekly Discussion-Is-Good (DIG) group at Bakerview Centre for Learning; monthly movie,
pizza and discussion groups; and our 2-day and compressed 1-day New Direction groups, as appropriate.
2010-2011

2009-2010

Prevention
The word and concept of “prevention” can conjure a lot of different ideas. Preventing substance use-related
harm, we think, isn’t as simple as preventing someone from putting their hand in a flame. The great majority of
people in British Columbia use or have at least tried alcohol and/or other drugs – most, unlike with a hand in a
fire, without tragedy. Additionally, decades of research has shown that education about potential immediate
and long-term harms that can be associated with drug use only makes people more knowledgeable about these
harms – it doesn’t significantly change behaviour.
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We have yet to run into a youth (using
drugs or not) who doesn’t know that
alcohol and other drug use can have
crushing, tragic, and even deadly
consequences.
So what were we doing and what were
we hoping to accomplish when we
reached nearly the number of students
with our prevention efforts in the last
year that we did in the three previous
years combined?

Students Reached in School-Based
Prevention Workshops
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For one, we wanted to encourage the
growing interest that schools, teachers and administrators have evidenced in drug use harm prevention,
reduction and awareness. In fact, we had to turn down more requests from the schools than we were able to
fulfill – with only 3.5 counsellors, hundred of clients ranging from crisis to maintenance circumstances, we
couldn’t possibly meet all of these requests – but we did as many as we could.

Second, we wanted as many opportunities as possible to model for youth and school staff the kinds of evidencebased preventative interventions that can be carried out. Many teachers invite us to their classrooms because
the subject of drug use has entered their classroom in one way or another, and they don’t feel confident about
how to handle it. Indeed, there are many well-meaning approaches that may hurt more than they help with
some youth. For example, talking about drug use as a high-risk activity could actually make youth who are risktakers more interested. Sharing incomplete or incorrect information can make youth shoot not just the
message, but the messenger – undermining what can be a pivotal and helpful relationship between student and
school staff.

A big deciding factor
was that our growing
collaborative
programs, such as
VYPER, were starting
to provide new ways
into our services that
hadn’t existed in
previous years – which
made the drop-in’s
function less unique.

We are working closely with the school district to help school staff gain
knowledge, confidence and support (from us and other resources in the
community and province) to provide the kinds of interactive, sustained
preventative interactions that encourage balanced and rigourous critical
thinking around the subject of drugs.

Drop-In/Drop-By
For many years Impact has run a daily drop-in program for youth
in the community where youth could just drop in to play pool,
video games, interact with staff and with each other in a supervised
environment. Over the last few years, likely partly as a consequence
of being next door to Cyrus Centre, the number of youth we have seen
in our daily drop-in has grown, averaging as high as 15 to 25 per day – many
times all present at the same time. Sometimes, even with the help of a
practicum student, supervision has been a challenge. And many times
supervision is all we have had the capacity to do – with little opportunity for
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meaningful interactions that significantly build rapport with the youth present.
While these dynamics were making us question the value of the drop-in, we also could point to many youth who
came to the drop-in for months or even years before building up enough trust to approach our counsellors for
help. So, what do we do?
We mulled over various options for several years, making tweaks from time to time. Meanwhile, our
programming outside of drop-in continued to grow. A big deciding factor was that our growing collaborative
programs, such as VYPER (see later), were starting to provide new ways into our services that hadn’t existed in
previous years – which made the drop-in’s function less unique.
So, on March 1, 2013 our drop-in program took on a new name and a new function. It became our “drop-by”
program – a time each day when a counsellor would be available to meet with anyone who might drop by
without an appointment. This isn’t to say that there weren’t (and still aren’t) already times when people,
especially those in crisis, could see a counsellor without an appointment – but the drop-by program is now time
set aside especially for this opportunity. And we’re glad to say it is already being well-utilized, even though there
are undoubtedly things about the drop-in that we all, including the youth we serve, miss.

Collaborative Programs
With our 2010 mission statement revision: “To work at the
community level to identify and fill gaps in the well-being of all
youth, with an emphasis on advocating for and working with
substance-involved and substance-affected youth,” Impact has
endeavoured to take on a much bigger facilitative and
collaborative role in the community. This role has borne fruit in
many ways, the major highlights of which are detailed below:
Youth Addiction Knowledge Exchange (YAKE)
YAKE is a Community of Practice (CoP) – a concept introduced
at a BC Ministry of Health conference in 2010. Impact’s
executive director, Brian Gross, was in attendance and saw
great promise, not just for Impact, but for the broader
community, in the concept. In a nutshell, as the conference
keynote speaker, Etienne Wenger, stated, a CoP is a selfgoverned group of people who:





share challenges, passion or interest
interact regularly
learn from and with each other
and improve their ability to do what they care about

Thus, YAKE was born, starting as a meeting of staff from Impact and its sister organization in Mission, Fraser
House. It has now grown to a membership of nearly 100 professionals from 25+ organizations (counselling,
community service, youth homelessness, education, etc.) across the Fraser Health Region.
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“We see the AYHC changing the culture around
health - most importantly among youth previously
unattached to other doctors. It’s clear from the
statistics that youth are now talking peer-to-peer
about health matters, and about their positive
experiences at the AYHC. For Fraser Health, there
couldn’t be a better model than one that enables
and encourages youth to actively seek help for their
problems before they reach crisis points and end up
in the ER. That’s not just good news for youth. It’s
good news for everyone.”

Abbotsford Youth Health Centre (AYHC)
Impact has been front-and-centre in the
development of the AYHC, serving as one of the 4
co-chairs (along with Abbotsford Community
Services, the Ministry of Children and Family
Development, and the Abbotsford Division of
Family Practice) of the program that began in
2010 and has served nearly 500 patients
operating 6 hours per week since then with a
mission of “Helping Abbotsford’s youth develop
the lifelong habit of protecting and enhancing all
aspects of their health”.

Recently awarded two full-time Nurse
Practitioners by the BC Ministry of Health, and
with the Abbotsford Division of Family Practice
leasing a new clinic out of which it can stretch its
operations to more days – the AYHC’s unique
primary care model (not just about reproductive health, as most other youth clinics are) is poised to make many
more strides in the coming years, particularly with Aboriginal youth and their families, youth with mental health
and substance use concerns, and with young parents and their children.

- David Portesi, Public Health Director, Fraser
Health Authority

Valley Youth Partnership for Engagement & Respect (VYPER)
From talking with youth in Abbotsford and Mission, one could get the impression that there is nothing at all for
youth to do in the community. Countless focus groups with youth, including by the City of Abbotsford, the
Abbotsford Youth Commission and the Child and Youth Committees, seem to underscore this belief. But visiting
www.abbotsfordresources.ca
(another project Impact has
spearheaded over the last few
years), one sees a very different
picture – an embarrassment of
programs available to youth.
So, who holds the truth – the
youth or the list of resources?
Like most things in life – there
may be multiple truths. So we
decided to try to bring all the
truths together – in one room!
VYPER was born and continues to grow. At the centre of the VYPER acronym is “Partnership” between youth and
adults – which means that youth are not “targets” of the work we do, they are an integral part of the work we
do. Youth are invited to the planning and budgeting meetings – bringing their own ideas and weighing in on the
options and opportunities that we all bring to the room.
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By bringing more and more partners to the room, we now have more options that are free and available for
youth to start to attend on their own once they build comfort through VYPER. The City of Abbotsford Parks,
Recreation and Culture provides passes to the local recreation centres. The Reach Gallery provides art
workshops. The Abbotsford Food Bank provides some food and lots of drinks – as well as a great place for us to
volunteer in their warehouse. Bakerview Centre for Learning now has a community garden we can work in and
from which we can also get fresh fruits and vegetables (supporting better eating habits and options). Delta
Pacific Benefit Brokers donates money for our Winter Break programs. The Mad Butcher donates burgers for our
camping trips. The United Way donates bus tickets. Local real estate
agent Marcus Ortner makes a monthly donation from the proceeds
of his sales commissions (and donates 25% of his total commission
VYPER allows us to easily
from referrals that name Impact). The list goes on and continues to
scale up or down the number
grow – allowing us to run programs during spring, summer and
winter breaks – as well as at other times throughout the year! Rather
of staff needed based on the
than creating new opportunities, we aim to create new connections
number of youth that
that will be mutually beneficial!

participate – saving us both
headaches and human
resource dollars.

With Impact, Fraser House and Abbotsford Community Services’
Youth Resource Centre as its current primary organizational
partners, VYPER allows all of the activities we used to develop for our
own youth to be better utilized by all the youth we serve. It exposes
the youth we work with to a growing number of caring and
supportive adults (another evidence-informed practice). It allows us to easily scale up or down the number of
staff needed based on the number of youth that participate – saving us both headaches and human resource
dollars. It also allows us, by sharing costs, to do things we wouldn’t be able to do on our own.
Suicide Awareness Fraser East (SAFE)
Impact joined a longstanding committee focused on suicide prevention in the Fraser East region after a spate of
youth suicides in the Fraser East region in 2011 – when the committee was doing a good bit of soul searching
about its role.
Now organized around the
concepts of Outcome Mapping
introduced locally by the BC
Ministry of Health in 2010, the
committee is aimed at collecting
and disseminating information
about what is already available
around suicide awareness in our
communities, building and
strengthening relationships across
agencies and communities, and,
above all, continually improving community behaviours, guided by evidence, related to suicide and suicide
awareness and response.
Impact Youth Substance Use Services, 33228 Walsh Ave, Abbotsford, BC V3K 3P5
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Supporting Wellness and Reducing Harm (SWaRH)
Impact has been very supportive of the current Abbotsford city council’s efforts to review its 2005 zoning bylaw
that outlawed many harm reduction activities, most notably clean needle distribution. We are glad that the
possible impact this bylaw has on drug users and on the health of the community as a whole is being revisited.
While clean needle distribution is only an urgent issue for a small percentage of our youth clients who have
already used drugs intravenously, Impact’s executive director has presented before council and at public forums
sponsored by the city – highlighting that preventable illnesses like HIV or Hepatitis-C not only cause people to
have more complications to overcome when trying to improve or change the
conditions of their lives (including drug use-related issues), but also place
We want to send the
unnecessary pressure on an already overburdened health system.
Furthermore, we want to send a message of hope, compassion and inclusion
– no matter what our clients’ circumstances or drug use habits may be or
may become. We want to send the message that there is help available. No
matter what situation you are in, there always will be help. A convincing
body of evidence shows that those who continue to engage in seeking help –
any kind of help – are most likely to get better.

message that there is
help available. No
matter what situation
you are in, there always
will be help.

Impact has worked to bring together and coordinate the SWaRH coalition,
composed, in addition to Impact, of Abbotsford Community Services, Women’s Resource Society of the Fraser
Valley, The 5 and 2 Ministries, Positive Living Fraser Valley, BC/Yukon Association of Drug War Survivors, and the
Fraser Valley Youth Society. The group aims to improve existing and any new efforts at harm reduction in our
community – both through coordinating services and making sure working good neighbour policies are in place.

Community Consultation
In addition to the collaborative programs and groups we have detailed above, Impact plays a role on other
committees and contributes significantly to other programs – especially those that may have a bearing on the
responses and opportunities that may be available to youth who are involved with or otherwise affected by
substance use. In the last year alone, Impact has participated in initiatives and presented to staff and members
of various organizations on a variety of topics, including:


Abbotsford
o Abbotsford Child and Youth Committee: Updates on the Abbotsford Youth Health Centre; Creating
collaborative and informative tools, such as www.abbotsfordresources.ca; Updates from Suicide
Awareness Fraser East; Community of Practice around Trauma-Informed Practice
o Abbotsford Mental Health and Substance Use Advisory Committee: Coordinating and facilitating a
Community Café about Mental Health and Substance Use services in Abbotsford
o Abbotsford Police Department: Coordinating access to Fraser Health resources for “Operation X”
video production
o Abbotsford Restorative Justice and Advocacy Association: Development of drug use and bullying
survey; Volunteer training about substance use and related local resources
o Abbotsford School District Board of Education: Drug trends and prevention/intervention options
and recommendations; Updates on the Abbotsford Youth Health Centre
Impact Youth Substance Use Services, 33228 Walsh Ave, Abbotsford, BC V3K 3P5
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Abbotsford Social Development Advisory Committee: Gaps and barriers to shelter; Updates on the
Abbotsford Youth Health Centre; Participation in ASDAC public forum
o Abbotsford Works: Presentation on trends in substance use, available local resources, different
client-centred approaches; Invited to present to VYPER participants, yielding many referrals back
and forth between our agencies
o Community Assessment and Action Network: Examining and taking action on trends in new
immigrant and cultural minority populations
o Sentinel House: Staff Motivational Interviewing training
Regional
o Aboriginal Suicide Protocols
Working Group: Developing
289
provincial Aboriginal youth suicide
300
258
prevention document; Designing
250
suicide response pathways for
200
Seabird Island
150
o Adolescent Day Treatment
85
100
Program: Workshops on substance
88
50
use
0
o Communitas Supportive Society:
Assisting with development of a
2012-2013
2011-2012
2010-2011
training innovation grant
2009-2010
application for the Community
Action Initiative
o The FORCE Society: Participation in Fraser Family Forum; Collaborating on various events for
parents and families of youth with mental health and substance use issues
o Fraser Health: Outcome Mapping Conference and follow-up; Motivational Dialogue Change Talk
Conference; Compassion, Inclusion and Engagement Initiative
o Fraser Valley Community Action Team: Coordination and participation in two Girl’s Days and a
public awareness campaign related to sexual exploitation of youth
o Fraser Valley Youth Society: Board development; Revision of mission and vision; Collaborative use
of practicum students
o Minister of Health (Mike de Jong): Updates on the Abbotsford Youth Health Centre
o NDP Critic, Children and Families (Claire Trevena): Updates on the Abbotsford Youth Health Centre;
Updates on developments in youth substance use services
o Positive Living Fraser Valley: Help with parliamentary procedure; Participation in a Community
Readiness Survey related to Hepatitis-C
o Schools: District Safety Meetings; Parent forum on recent youth drug-related deaths (Robert
Bateman Secondary); Middle School Youth Care Workers training on iMinds and Motivational
Interviewing; Participating in Challenge Day in Abbotsford and Mission Schools; Youth Specific
Meetings in Mission; Presenting about iMinds at 14th annual Shared Learning Conference;
Presentation to PAC at McMillan Elementary; Weekly DIG (Discussion Is Good) group at Bakerview
Centre for Learning Centre; Presentations at New Beginnings Program
o



Community Consultations
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o
o
o
o

UBC Family Practice Residents at Abbotsford Regional Hospital: Motivational Interviewing
Vancouver Coastal Health Youth Network Meeting: YAKE Community of Practice outcomes
Vancouver School Board SACY Program: Consulting on transplanting and adapting promising
practices from SACY into the Abbotsford context
Women’s Resource Society of the Fraser Valley: Supporting efforts to keep the WarmZone open

Professional Development
Staff
Probably the biggest event amid a very busy year of professional development was our counsellor, Laurie
Schulz, completing her Master’s in Social Work at University of the Fraser Valley and becoming a Registered
Social Worker. Not only did Laurie win an award for her master’s thesis, but she was Valedictorian and was also
invited to speak at convocation. Congratulations Laurie! Following
graduation and registration, she worked closely with our long time
contracted clinical supervisor, Janit Doyle, to move into that role
herself, allowing our team to have much more ready access to
clinical supervision on a daily basis. Many thanks to Janit for all of
her help over the years – and for her continued support and
counsel as we all work together to deal as effectively as possible with the many ethical dilemmas, opportunities
and cautions that arise in our work.
Executive director Brian Gross is also approaching the thesis and practicum part of his second master’s degree
(the first is in creative and critical writing from California Institute of the Arts) in clinical counselling from City
University. He should be finished and on his way to being registered as a clinical counsellor with the BC
Association of Clinical Counsellors sometime in 2014 – and is on the Dean’s List for academic achievement. He’s
finding that, even without actually counselling, he is able to put most of what he is learning to immediate use in
one way or another at Impact.
Our Outreach Counsellor, Dwayne Tremblay, who continues to do a lot of work with our Aboriginal clients, as
well as having Aboriginal family background and a passion for addressing some of the issues that face our First
Nations community members – was able to engage in lots of Aboriginal-related training this year. In May of 2012
he attended University of Victoria’s week-long Aboriginal Health Summer Institute. He took an on-line cultural
sensitivity training provided by the Community Action Initiative, and in February he attended a three-day
program at Mission Friendship Centre, “Walking the Prevention Circle: Understanding Child/Youth Maltreatment
in Aboriginal Communities.” He also completed
the Violence Threat Risk Assessment, Level 1
training provided by the Abbotsford School
District, as well as participating in in-house
training on Solution-Focused Brief Therapy, Existential Analysis, and Narrative Therapy. Dwayne also holds a
diploma in addictions counselling from UFV. Outside of the work field to some extent, Dwayne placed 2nd in
Men’s Physique in the 2012 Western Canada Bodybuilding and Fitness Show – an honour he worked hard to
achieve, learning a lot about nutrition and fitness in the process - which he has been able to pass on to a
growing number of interested clients as a result.
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Dave Bahre, who has a bachelor’s degree in criminology, engaged in a lot of informal training and mentorship
related to engaging the Indo-Canadian community in Abbotsford and Mission. He met with counterparts at
DiverseCity in Surrey to get some ideas, collaborated with other Indo-Canadian
professionals in the community – such as from Abbotsford Community Services,
Fraser Health, the Abbotsford Police Department and the Abbotsford School
District. Focuses have been on parent engagement, youth engagement, and engagement around preventable
chronic disease. Dave also participated in in-house training on Solution-Focused Brief Therapy, Existential
Analysis, and Narrative Therapy.
Our newest staff member, Michelle Gilbart, was hired on full-time in
November after distinguishing herself as a 4th year BSW practicum
student from UFV, and then filling a part-time position to make up for the
time that Laurie had to be off for her MSW practicum (which she
completed with Fraser Health’s Early Psychosis Intervention program).
Michelle was able to attend Fraser Health’s 5-day Core Addictions
Practice training (which Laurie, Dwayne, Dave and Brian have all
previously completed), as well as the Ask, Assist, Act suicide prevention
training – and training on self-harm. She attended a day-long conference
featuring Dr. Gabor Mate and also took an on-line course on Aboriginal
cultural competence provided by the Community Action Initiative. In addition, she participated in in-house
training on Solution-Focused Brief Therapy, Existential Analysis, and Narrative Therapy.
Practicum Students
Impact also hosted 4 practicum students over the last year:
Michelle Gilbart, as mentioned above, started out as a fourth-year practicum student from UFV’s BSW program
and distinguished herself with her passion, ethical thoroughness, and rapport-building with clients, and was
hired on part-time in July of 2012, after she finished her studies.
DeAnn Foreman came from Vancouver Community College and got her feet wet accompanying staff to a wide
range of community meetings, as well as staffing our reception area and conducting some marketing activities.
Whitley Point came from UFV’s Social Services program and undertook a practicum that included helping to
oversee our drop-in program, attending a number of community meetings and contributing to Fraser Valley
Youth Society’s drop-in program through a sharing agreement with Impact.
Jacqueline Catt was a third-year UFV BSW student who did intake at the Abbotsford Youth Health Centre’s
satellite clinic at Bakerview Centre for Learning on Wednesday mornings every week. She also familiarized
herself and then our team with the Centre for Addiction Research of BC’s constructivist-based iMinds substance
use curriculum – and she helped to present about the curriculum at Abbotsford School District’s Shared Learning
Conference. She also got us a long way toward producing our recent Connection Point youth/parent forum by
attending consultations with Vancouver’s SACY program and writing up some descriptive documents about the
program.
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Program Capacity/Usage
Our program capacity, in terms of number of counsellors available, fluctuated over the year. With Laurie
finishing up her MSW, she was off on a practicum half-time, during which we hired on Michelle Gilbart parttime, resulting in a minimal net gain in available counselling capacity. When Laurie finished her studies, she
returned with a reduced schedule to start the transition to becoming our in-house clinical supervisor – which
has, of course, further limited her time for direct counselling. Being busy with programs and clients, and having
funds available from good fiscal controls in the past, we decided to hire Michelle on full-time in November,
resulting in another limited uptick, and provides us some wiggle room to pilot and develop new programs.

Referral Sources
Our biggest referral source continues to be educational institutions, at 63% in 2012-2013, but other referral
sources have been growing, particularly from family/friends and self-referrals – which we see as a positive trend.
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We saw an 8.43% uptick in visitors to our website in 2012-2013, with
3.14% more unique visitors. This indicates, not surprisingly, that the
rapid growth in usage of our website has leveled off a bit since the
site went live in 2009.

Client
Demographics

60%

While we saw a
spike to 45% in 13
to 15 year-old
newly intaked clients in 2011-2012, this year saw a much
more even spread of new client ages, with 2% age 10-12, 35%
age 13-15, 42% age 16-18 and 20% age 19-24.
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We have also seen a
steady decrease in our
percentage of Caucasian
clients over the last
three years, from 70%
to 66%, and somewhat
haphazard fluctuations
in clients from other
ethnic backgrounds –
with a pronounced
uptick in First Nations
clients this year, from
11% to 17% (with
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another 4% identifying themselves as Metis), and a general upward
trend in South Asian clients.
We have also seen a steady evening out of the gender of our clients from
2009-2010 to 2012-2013. While males still make up a large majority, they
have gone from being 3/4 of our clients in 2009-2010 to just under 2/3 in
2012-2013.
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Our number of active, intaked clients has stayed relatively steady at
around 250 over the last 4 years, with a pronounced increase in adult affected clients (mostly as a result of the
increasing number of parents that have been attending our parent groups – and subsequent one-to-one
sessions).

Active Clients
2012-2013
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Substance
Affected
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2009-2010

Adult Affected Substance User

Total

2012-2013

0

30

226

256

2011-2012

3

9

240

252

2010-2011

14

0

275

289

2009-2010

17

0

221

238

Impact has refined its intake
process to better individuallytailor services. With all referrals,
we now do an assessment,
collaborating with the client to
determine what service offerings,
if any, might be most appropriate
– whereas before we provided our
New Direction group as a first
service offering to nearly all
school referrals.
Statistical changes likely related to
this new intake process include
non-admit clients 68% higher than
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400

All Therapeutic
Relationships

last year - as initial assessments
determine an introduction and
some critical discussion around
substance use are all that may be
indicated or wanted.

350
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Possibly also related to these
150
intake process changes is a
100
significant uptick in counselling
50
sessions per active client – 20%
0
higher in 2012-2013. This may
2012201120102009indicate that the clients we are
2013
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2011
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intaking are more appropriate for
Non-Admit Clients
89
53
64
58
our services. We also hope that,
Continuing Clients
104
88
110
91
by offering more autonomy to
Intaked Clients
152
164
179
147
youth, in terms of the range of
services we have for them to choose from – from intense involvement to an introduction with no pressure for
anything more, we are creating more durable relationships
with youth who may not feel they need our services
currently, but who might find themselves in circumstances
6.00
that make them think of us in the future.

Sessions Per Active Client

5.00
4.00
3.00
2.00
1.00
0.00

5.46

The steadily dropping percentage of no shows we have
4.45
4.42
seen could
also be
indicative of
18%
an increasingly
16%
better fit with
17%
clients. The
14%
percentage
12%
dropped
2012-2013 2011-2012 2010-2011 2009-2010
10%
11%
10%
significantly
8%
9%
from 2009-2010 (17%) to 2010-2011 (11%) – perhaps having
6%
something to do with the roll out of Motivational Interviewing
4%
approaches to our staff, but has continued to drop since then –
2%
standing at just 9% in 2012-2013.
4.57

% No-Shows

0%

Client Interactions
Along with our number of counselling sessions per client rising and
our percentage of no-shows decreasing, our overall number of
counselling sessions increased to a level 21% higher than last year and 9% higher than at any time in the last 4
years.
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Perhaps most encouraging, we have seen aftercare
sessions, in which past clients are checking in with their
counsellors to share good news or new challenges, steadily
rising over the last 4 years – in 2012-2013 (143) standing at
3.5 times the number in 2009-2010 (44).
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Outcomes
Life Areas Improved at Discharge
Over Impact’s 25-year history, we have used many approaches to address negative consequences related to
substance use. This isn’t necessarily because we keep changing our minds about the best way to help – but
because evidence shows there isn’t one best way to help. A person who is wondering if they have a problem is
in a different situation than a person who strongly believes they have a problem. Both can be helped – but not
necessarily in the same manner.
Life Areas: Improved at Discharge, 2011-2012 vs. 2012-2013
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And that’s just the tip of the iceberg. A youth who feels others have
let them down or who has had other experiences that may make it
more difficult for them to trust may need a significantly different
approach to open up to one of our counsellors, for example.
At Impact we want to be ever-more-ready to meet youth where
they are – not only with regards to their substance use, but also in
regards to other important factors that may have an effect on their
health and ability to thrive. To do so, we look to approaches that
have strong research evidence behind them – and then we try to
monitor how outcomes change as we begin to implement these
approaches.

At Impact we want to be evermore-ready to meet youth
where they are – not only with
regards to their substance use,
but also in regards to other
important factors that may
have an effect on their health
and ability to thrive.

Comparing self-identified improvements from clients who
completed a discharge questionnaire in 2011-2012 with those in 2012-2013, we see some significant year-onyear improvement in the areas of physical health (37% higher in 2012-2013), mental and emotional health (49%
higher), family & housing (32% higher), friends (103% higher) and employment (120% higher).

Life Areas – 6 Months after Discharge
Impact also collects progress information from clients 6 months after discharge. In 2012-2013 we were able
collect this information from 29% of our discharged clients – a higher rate than at any time in the last 4 years.

Life Areas: 6 Months After Discharge (2012-2013)
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Feedback
Feedback Informed Treatment (FIT)
Feedback Informed Treatment has been introduced to
Fraser Health Substance Use Services contracted
services, like Impact, over the last few years. FIT
consists of two brief 4-item tools used in each client
session – one at the beginning, one at the end.
Outcome Rating Scale (ORS)
At the beginning of each session (but no morefrequently than once a week), clients are asked to
complete the Outcome Rating Scale. The ORS asks
them to place a mark on a line indicating how they

Outcome Total
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

have been doing over the last week in three different
areas of their lives (individually, interpersonally, and
socially) and overall. Marks to the right side on the line
indicate positive, and to the left is negative.
These marks are measured and assigned a number
between 0.0 and 10.0, and entered into an Excel
spreadsheet, which graphs them visually over time –
in aggregate with all scores added together, and also
with the four different scores broken out separately.

The scores do not have a set meaning or use in the
counselling relationship, but they provide plenty of
information on which to base some discussion and reflection. An example of an ORS total and individual score
chart is shown on this page.
Individually

Interpersonally

Socially

Overall

The number of inferences that could
10
be drawn from this data is staggering,
8
reaffirming that there is no one way to
utilize it. For example, this client
6
improved markedly in most of the
4
domains between the first and second
2
sessions – even though the sessions
were more than a month apart. This
0
could be used to explore the idea of
resilience. How is it that this much
improvement was able to happen on
its own? Was there content from that
first session that helped? Were there other things that helped? What had the client or other people in the
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client’s life done differently? What are the client’s theories about what allowed things to improve like this? Are
these things that the client could help to happen even more in hopes of further improving their situation?
Looking at the outcome total graph side-by-side with the individual scores, we can see that while some areas of
the client’s life have had their ups and downs (especially interpersonal issues), the trajectory of the combined
scores has improved or stayed constant over time. Furthermore, the overall individual score is on an almost
perfect upward trend. How is it that all of these other scores can be going up and down, but the overall score
continually rises? Does the client feel they have been able to develop more independence or differentiation
from the people and situations in their life? If so, how do they feel this was accomplished? What has helped in
this process and what has not? What do they feel is the biggest thing they could continue to do that would help
to maintain this upward trend? What help might they welcome toward this end? How, if at all, have they dealt
differently with interpersonal ups and downs? The questions could go on and on…
Session Rating Scale
(SRS)
At the end of every
session, the 4-item
Session Rating Scale is
completed for the client
to provide feedback on
how the session went.
The items are
relationship, goals and
topics, approach or
method, and overall – and
this form can be used
both with individuals and
with groups (the group
version is shown in the
example above).
Again, a staggering
number of questions can be generated from this feedback. Most importantly, the SRS is not necessarily a
measure of how good the counsellor is at their job, but it might help to determine if the fit between the
counsellor and the client is good. For example, maybe a client could feel more comfortable talking with a male
counsellor than a female one – based on the topics that the client might have coming up. But maybe the client
feels uncomfortable saying so directly because they had indicated previously that it didn’t matter to them what
the gender of their counsellor was. If the scores on goals and topics and approach and method, for example, are
going down or just not improving, an open conversation about why this might be the case might help to discover
this issue. In the end, this may or may not lead to changing counsellors – as perhaps, in the course of the
discussion about the topic, some assumptions or fears might come out that can be addressed, and the client
might decide that it’s just what they need to try discussing these issues with a female. So, again, there is no set
way of working with and interpreting these scores.
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Session Average, Rounded
Mode and Variance Over Time
Session Average

Session Variance

Session Mode

Number of Forms

Group Session Rating Scale (GSRS)
When using the Group SRS, there are, again, all
kinds of ways to look at the data – especially
because different group members may be
experiencing the group very differently. A way
that we have approached making the data as
useful as possible is to enter all the scores from
the different group participants and then look
at what the mean (average) score is, what the
mode (most frequently-occurring score) is, and
what the variance (amount of difference
between the highest and lowest scores) is – as
well as how many forms were filled out and
returned.
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In the example above, we could again infer a
lot, such as that most people were fairly happy
with all aspects of the group, as the mode
never dipped below a 9, and was even a 10 in
one session. We can also see that the average wasn’t much off the mode scores – providing further evidence
that most people (who attended and completed and returned the forms) had positive experiences. The variance
scores over time also show that
the group was, for the most
part, more and more in
Relationship
Goals and Topics
agreement with each other’s
scores as the sessions
Approach or Method
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progressed – starting at a 3.6
Session Average
and steadily falling to 1.6,
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completed and returned could
provide a very different story –
starting with 11 forms, and
ending at 7, but going as low as
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was because those for whom the group wasn’t a good fit dropped out of the group all together. Looking at an
attendance sheet and comparing it with the number of forms returned would provide more insight into this.
Knowing something about the reasons people may not have attended the group – whether there were people
who dropped out and never came back – or who just couldn’t make it to one or two sessions due to extenuating
circumstances could also provide helpful context.
Looking at the “Session Averages Over Time – Detail” graph
for this group on the previous page gives us a different and, in
some ways, more detailed view of the data. We can see, for
example, that “Relationship” fluctuated the most. We can also
see that there was a significant drop in all scores from session
one to session two, which could indicate something significant
– or could just show that people were feeling more “polite”
when scoring the first session. Again, these scores can form
the basis for helpful conversation about what is going on,
what is working, and what is not.

Referral Source Feedback
Each year we collect feedback from those organizations and
individuals who have referred youth and adults to our
services. This year we collected 19 survey responses. To allow
respondents to feel they could provide us honest feedback,
we do not require that they identify themselves when
providing feedback. We are glad to see that respondents did
give us constructive and even negative feedback, as well as
indicating where they felt they were unsure or ambivalent
about what they observed about our services. We were also,
of course, happy to see that our referral sources had a lot of
good things to say about us.

Since we are “advertised” as
“substance use services,” it may
understandably be the
expectation that attending our
services will lead to changes in
substance use patterns, or even
a move toward abstinence –
which may not be the case, or
at least an immediate change…
Conducting a focus group with
referral sources, as we did this
year with some of our past
clients, might be helpful to
understand what all might be
behind these responses.

The statement that elicited the most varied responses was about satisfaction that our services have led to
positive changes for our clients, with 13 indicating yes, 4 indicating somewhat and 2 indicating that they didn’t
know. In a way, these aren’t surprising responses. Since we view change as a process, not an event – our focus is
on hopefully helping to influence the overall trajectory of our clients’ lives, which means that positive changes in
all or possibly any domains of a client’s life may not be expected or visible immediately. Since we are
“advertised” as “substance use services,” it may understandably be the expectation that attending our services
will lead to changes in substance use patterns, or even a move toward abstinence – which may not be the case,
or at least an immediate change.
Since this question is centred around the referral source’s being “satisfied” that services have led to positive
changes, this might indicate that conducting a focus group with referral sources, as we did this year with some
of our past clients (see below), might be helpful to understand what all might be behind these and other
responses.
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STATEMENT

YES SOMEWHAT NO

DON’T
KNOW

I/We are satisfied with the referral procedure to IMPACT.

18

I/We are satisfied with the quality of services at IMP ACT.

17

2

17

2

16

2

13

4

2

16

1

2

I/We are satisfied that IMPACT staff is approachable and
professional.
I/We are satisfied that IMPACT staff has responded
satisfactorily to requests for information and consultation.
I/We are satisfied that services provided by IMPACT have
led to positive changes for clients.
Clients have expressed satisfaction with the services they
have received from IMPACT.

1

1

Respondant/Comments (Optional)
 Abbotsford Middle School
 We are a school that has had Impact Presentations, and have referred students for one on
one support. Michelle is great, kind, resourceful, and thinks of the best interest of the
students. I would like to see more resources/training for school staff to use when working
with students. (Pro D Days, workshops etc.)
 Abbotsford Community Services
 I am with MCFD and I really appreciate your outreach support to clients as well as all of
your programs that you run!
 Yale Secondary School - love the program and everyone involved! Keep up the great work!
 School - The staff from Impact are very approachable and professional. They hold their
confidentiality to the highest regard. The students, even those initially resistant, look
forward to their meeting times with the Impact staff.
 School
 We greatly enjoy collaborating with Impact. Youth Resource Centre
 High school. Please remind your staff to stop by the office and get visitor identification and
introduce themselves to classroom staff. We have had several concerns regarding this
issue. thank-you.
 School.... I have seen the consistency from the workers assists the students, as a positive
caring relationship develops and the students are more open and will share thoughts and
concerns more easily.
 Child and Youth Mental Health - Thank you for all the work you all do. I know that you have
helped many youth and their families. This can be a very challenging and at times
thankless population to work with. Keep up all the good work.
 Our students have struggled to connect with our designated Impact counsellor this year.
We have also had difficulties with communication and collaboration as part of our care
team process. It has been difficult to gauge what positive changes have occurred for our
students involved with Impact. Referral process is efficient.
 Portage Coordinator - Proud to consider Impact as part of my network, and I have never
had anything but good experiences with all the staff at Impact.
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ATSS - The response to my referrals have always been prompt, friendly, and professional.
I know that the kids I have referred have really benefited from your services.
Mission Friendship Centre - Staff have always been professional and have dealt with my
referrals in a timely manner, the staff that I have encountered have been knowledgeable
and are also very compassionate and understanding to client needs.
Fraser Health EPI - A positive, supporting program, great team, flexible and approachable
Thanks so much for all you do to support the Abbotsford School District!

Client Satisfaction
Measuring outcomes, collecting feedback to inform treatment decisions, and requesting feedback from our
referral sources go a long way to providing us valuable information about how our services are landing in the
community and with our clients, but we think there is still at least one missing bit of information – how satisfied,
overall, our clients are with our services. Therefore, we have started to institute a 4-item client satisfaction
survey at discharge, and will be able to report on the results from these surveys in our annual report next year.

We saw this focus group as a
great first step – providing us
some formal feedback on client
satisfaction, where previously
we had none but our own
anecdotes and observations.

In the meantime, we had the opportunity to conduct a client
satisfaction focus group soon after the end of this fiscal year. Ten past
and current clients participated in the group, composed of a series of
open-ended questions .

The youth who participated were age 14 to 20 when they were
intaked into services with Impact, with an average age of 16 – and
had, for the most part, involvement with Impact that was significantly
higher than the average of roughly 6 to 8 session. It is therefore
probable that those who elected to come are not as representative of
our average clients as would be a randomized group. All of that is to
say that this focus group has some important limitations and, like all
research, provides only evidence, not perfect proof – so the results should be interpreted in that light. With that
said, we saw this focus group as a great first step – providing us some formal feedback on client satisfaction,
where previously we had none but our own anecdotes and observations.
What clients said was unique about Impact services
Many youth compared our services to their experiences in other agencies and used these words and phrases to
highlight what differentiated their experience of receiving support at Impact from other experiences:









“flexibility”
“availability”
“treated equally”
“ listened to”
“relevant”
“accepted”
“never judged”
“not narrow or fixated on just one issue”
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What clients said resulted from involvement with Impact
 “several months of sobriety”
 “less fighting”
 “relationships in life improved greatly”
 “kinder to myself”
 “dealing with emotions better”
 “can handle a job and handle money”
 “I can now actually talk about what’s going on. That was a
big change for me. Now it’s okay to open up, even if I’m
not okay.”

“I can now actually talk about
what’s going on. That was a big
change for me. Now it’s okay to
open up, even if I’m not okay.”
-Impact past youth client

How clients indicated perceptions of counselling changed
Youth used some rather colorful language to describe their thoughts about counselling when they first knew
they would be coming to Impact. Although one youth felt relieved, other responses reflected dread, anger, fear,
insecurity, and sadness at the prospect of engaging with counselling that they perceived as “useless” and where
they expected an adult would just write things down, lecture and ask them about their feelings. When asked to
describe their actual experience during counselling with us, they stated:







“awesome”
“chill”
“comforting”
“helpful”
“accepting and willing to continue”
“dope”

Strategic Development



We can point to many projects and initiatives we
have been front-and-centre on since we devised this
vision that allow us to say confidently that we are
being the change that we wish to see in the world.


Strategic development starts with a review of our organization’s vision and mission, which we did at various
staff/board meetings in the course of the last year.

Vision
“A community where all youth are healthy, safe, engaged, have meaningful opportunities, and feel like they
belong.”
Not only do we find that this vision still fits our organization, but, in line with the well-known quote from
Mahatma Gandhi, we can point to many initiatives we have been front-and-centre on since we devised this
vision that allow us to say confidently that we are being “the change that we wish to see in the world”.




Our central role in the development of the Abbotsford Youth Health Centre speaks to our commitment
to a community where all youth are healthy.
Our coordinating role in the Suicide Awareness Fraser East committee not only is working toward a
community where all youth are safe, but its acronym is even “SAFE”!
Our role in coordinating the youth-adult-partnership in the Valley Youth Partnership for Engagement
and Respect (VYPER), puts us on the frontlines of creating a community where all youth are engaged.
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Our work in 2012-2013 to coordinate a parent/teen forum where youth are given the opportunity to be
experts about teen life and teen culture – answering the sometimes distressed questions that parents
have, but can’t ask their own teens – shows our determination to create meaningful opportunities for
youth. And this program, “Connection Point” already ran, in partnership with the Abbotsford School
District, its first pilot with great success in June of 2013!
And our steadfast belief that belonging is only possible if people both receive value from and have the
opportunity to provide value to their communities points us always toward creating a community where
youth feel like they belong. We know we have to do all the sometimes scary work we are doing –
bringing youth and adults and youth and other youth together (never knowing exactly what might
happen) to improve understanding – and so that we can all better see that we all have something
valuable to learn, and something valuable to teach.

Mission
“To work at the community level to identify and fill gaps in the well-being of all youth, with an emphasis on
advocating for and working with substance-involved and substance-affected youth.”
Ideally, a mission is the bite of the vision that an organization is going to commit to take on. It should be
achievable. The goal of an organization should be to do such a great job with its mission that eventually the
organization either is no longer needed or it arrives at a place where it is
ready to take another bite out of the vision. So, is our mission achievable?
A mission is the bite of the
Will we know when we’ve filled the gaps in the well-being of all youth –
vision that an organization is and it’s therefore time to shut down or tackle something bigger? Probably
going to commit to take on. It not. So perhaps our mission needs some further consideration.

should be achievable.

With its central point of advocacy, though, we definitely feel our mission is
on the right track, and reflective of the work we focus on every day.

We find there still can be a good bit of stigma related to substance use. There are compelling statistics that show
vulnerability to problematic substance use (such as binge drinking) is strongly correlated with other issues that
no one would wish upon themselves – like social isolation, bullying, poverty, mental illness, physical and sexual
abuse, and discrimination. Yet, it still can seem like society views people who have turned to an imperfect
solution (as drug use can certainly be) in a less-than-compassionate manner.
We do see substance use as imperfect and harmful if used as a solution – particularly as the only solution – to
anything – whether feeling less pain or having more fun. Even with chronic pain management,
mindfulness/meditation and other non-drug therapies have been shown to have promising results. Combined
therapies that include medicinal and non-medicinal interventions, where appropriate, can increase efficacy and
reduce the risks associated with a reliance on drugs alone. We also know that substance use during the
developmental stages of adolescence has particular risks – so any delay or reduction of use during this period
can have positive effects.
Many youth, we find, aren’t even aware of some of the risks they are taking – that passing out, for example, may
not just be a sign that they’re really high, but that the central nervous system is shutting down – possibly to the
point that breathing will stop. In the spirit of harm reduction, we don’t necessarily use this information to
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By advocating for substance-involved
and substance-affected youth, we are
advocating for their place, along with all
other youth, in the vision of “A
community where all youth are healthy,
safe, engaged, have meaningful
opportunities, and feel like they belong.”

attempt to convince youth to stop using drugs all
together, but we’re glad when – as has been the case
– youth report back to us that they are being more
careful about the types, sources and doses of the
substances they are taking.

By advocating for substance-involved and substanceaffected youth, we aren’t advocating for their
continued substance use. What we are advocating is
for their place, along with all other youth, in the vision
of “A community where all youth are healthy, safe,
engaged, have meaningful opportunities, and feel like
they belong.” Decades of research on the determinants of health have shown that substance use harm and risk
– and the risk of all kinds of other negative consequences (suicide, gang-involvement, etc.) – is reduced as
environmental factors become more supportive.
As the public health mantra says: “Make the healthy choice the easy choice.” We have a long way to go on that
road – but we feel we are making progress, and our statistics, we believe, support this view.

S.W.O.T. Analysis

In addition to improved
Strengths
Though for part of 2012-2013 we had a marginal increase in
efficiency and growing output,
counselling staff in place over 2011-2012, this increase is far
our team has been marked by
outstripped by the increase in output (21% more counselling sessions,
great stability.
119% increase in prevention workshops, 12% more community
consultations). Additionally, we instituted new evidence-based quality
improvement mechanisms (FIT’s ORS, SRS and GSRS) and started new
programs (VYPER, SWaRH) and increased our contributions to continuing programs (YAKE, AYHC, SAFE). Over
the last 4 years we have also overhauled and streamlined our data collection systems, reducing the
administrative burden on our counsellors and, in 2012-2013, reducing our office management costs by 33%.
In addition to improved efficiency and growing output, our team has been marked by great stability. While our
manager has changed and we have added one counsellor, the rest of our team has stayed unchanged for over
five years – practically unheard of in the area of youth services. Even the transitions we have had were carried
out smoothly – our new executive director having been working with us in one capacity or another for 4 years,
and our new counsellor starting as a practicum student. Even our new clinical supervisor made that transition
from within the team.
Weaknesses
As we continue to do more public presentations, such as in schools, at Parent Action Committees, at community
events and the like, it is apparent that after 25 years, we are still only known by a small subsection of the
community. However, we don’t know that this lack of public profile is fundamentally different from the profiles
of other social service agencies in the community. While a raised profile could result in our already busy agency
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becoming busier, even to the point of instituting a wait-list, it could also grant us access to new sources of ongoing funding, especially through something like an annual
membership drive.
While we work from a harm reduction perspective and have
worked in the community to increase access to harm reduction
services, especially for our small percentage of clients who have
used or are using drugs intravenously, we know that youth in
the community are engaging in other substance use behaviours
where exposure to harm could be reduced.

We know that youth in the
community are engaging in
substance use behaviours where
exposure to harm could be
reduced.

As an organization that youth and other community members
may perceive (positively or negatively) as anti-drug, how do we, on the one hand, attract drug using youth to
any harm reduction supports we may want to provide (such as discussions on how to be safer if you or someone
you know plans to use drugs – which we do informally with clients and groups already), and on the other hand,
allay any fears and maintain support and collaborative relationships with those who may be unsure about an
approach to youth drug use that may be more complex than the straight anti-drug message?
Opportunities
Impact’s ever-growing role in developing, supporting and growing collaborative relationships and programs –
epitomized by the Fraser Health region-wide YAKE, the Fraser East area SAFE, Abbotsford and Mission’s VYPER,
and Abbotsford’s AYHC and SWaRH – means it is positioned to develop initiatives that further capitalize on these
relationships and expand these existing programs. In fact, at this writing, Impact has nearly $2 million in pending
funding applications with broad local, regional and provincial support aimed at doing just this. Another $250K of
collaborative, multi-sectoral applications are being developed. We are also exploring various measures to cut
costs and further increase efficiency.

With its present staff
configuration, Impact is
exceeding its current contractual
requirements, which leaves it
with room to pilot and add new
programs and projects that might
come with additional contractual
requirements – and funding.

Threats
The primary threat Impact faces at this point is not being able to
maintain its current staffing level if other costs aren’t cut or
additional on-going funding is not acquired over the next year.
As a result of good financial controls and fundraising, Impact
was able to acquire a development fund, which is currently
being utilized for that purpose.

With its present staff configuration, Impact is exceeding its
current contractual requirements, which leaves it with room to
pilot and develop new programs and projects that might come
with additional contractual requirements – and funding (to start
making up the current income/expense difference). It also
allows Impact’s executive director to focus most of his efforts
on relationship/partnership building and in seeking out development and funding opportunities that can
capitalize on these relationships and partnerships in a manner that promotes Impact’s organizational vision and
mission.
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